T-Mobile, Cocaine, & the CIA

The largest individual shareholder at T-Mobile is Marcelo Claure. He is also on the Board of Directors, and became a
billionaire working as a Drug Lord in Bolivia, where he still manufactures and sells cocaine to the CIA. His cocaine
operations include murdering people that get in his way. Numerous credible sources have stated that the CIA
controls more than 80% of the world's drug traffic, worth an estimated $200 Billion dollars. Claure continues to
launder his drug money through T-Mobile stock and SoftBank, where he is the CEO.
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From 2013 – 2021, Stephen Kappes was a member of Sprint & T-Mobile's Board of Directors. He spent 30 years at
the CIA, and as Deputy Director of Operations. he led the CIA's kidnapping and torture program. He is an expert on
human torture, and was convicted in abstentia by an Italian court for some of his horrific crimes. In our opinion, this
man is so sick and depraved, that he should not be allowed into society. What possible reason could T-Mobile have,
for putting this monster on their Board? When Kappes joined the Board at Sprint in 2013 (following Marcelo) he
had, (1) No knowledge or experience in business, (2) No knowledge of telecom technology, and (3) No value to any
commercial Board of Directors. You can't make this stuff up...
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“The CIA and FBI are behind most, if not all terrorism.” - Ted Gunderson, former FBI Chief
"The CIA is funding ISIS through secret Swiss Bank accounts." - Dr Scott Bennett, Army Intelligence
"The CIA formed ISIS." - Wayne Madsen, former NSA and Naval officer.
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